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Abstract 
 
Experiences in congested urban areas show that on about ¼ of the days of a year the traffic 
develops surprisingly. That’s due to unpredictable events as accidents or weather extremes 
and to partially planned events with hardly calculable effects as sport events and construction 
sites. It is Therefore worth to dispose vehicle fleets traffic actuated. For this one needs a 
comprehensive traffic situation report. Vehicle probes, which are featured with positioning 
equipment and mobile communication, are particularly suitable to gain such a traffic situation 
report. A system that is used for route calculation and traffic analysis in many cities in 
Germany as well as in metropolitan areas in China, using taxis as data collectors is 
introduced. Accessibility analysis and monitoring of selected roads are possible as well as 
supplying broadcast stations for digital traffic information. The output of information in 
navigation system as using fleet disposition with applications in city logistics are exemplified 
and shown in the context of systems for fleet disposition for specific businesses. 
 
Introduction 
The analysis of incidents and the traffic situation in major cities shows (see Fig. 1) 
- appr. 75% of the traffic situations can be explained by recurrent incidents like morning 
and afternoon peak, by well known bottlenecks (like bridges over a river which 
divides a city) and by the daily course of traffic demand. 
- Appr. 25% of the traffic situations can not be explained they are surprising the traffic 
engineers at best they can be explained in retrospective as consequences of an 
accident, an unplanned (big) event or a coincidence of several incidents 
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Fig. 1: Recurrent and nonrecurrent events 
 
From this approximate classification into recurrent and non-recurrent events it is obvious that 
a logistics system for delivery of a city needs a traffic dependent fleet disposition if the supply 
affects the whole city. The following paper describes a method of on-line data collection to 
provide such a traffic dependent system with up to date data. (see Fig. 2)  
 
Traffic sensors
Punktuelle Sensoren:
• Inductive loops
• Infrared sensors
• video
Parameter: 
• (lokal) speed
• traffic volume
• vehicle classification
Floating-Car-Data:
• active probe data (satellite positioning
and cell-basiert mobile phone)
• passive probe data (e.g. Transponder)
Parameter:
• Speed (section related)
• travel time 
• route information
 
Fig. 2: Different traffic sensor principles 
 
The data collection principle is to use vehicle probes to calculate their speed and position in 
order to get travel times and routing information. In contrast fixed sensors like camera 
systems inductive loop or infrared sensors provide local data such as local speeds, traffic 
volumes and traffic densities which are used for transportation planning but are hard to 
convert into travel times for fleet disposition. 
 
System Architecture for vehicle probe data collection 
 
For the data collection taxis are used as vehicle probes A modern taxi is equipped with a GPS 
satellite positioning system and a trunk radio connection to the taxi dispatching counter. 
Fig. 3 shows how the taxi dispatching center is integrated into a traffic data collection system. 
The positioning system and the trunk radio connection is unchanged mercly a direct data link 
is added to the traffic management center which uses the GPS data to generate the traffic 
situation as a Level of Service map. Fig. 4 gives the steps for processing the positioning data 
to finally reach the complete travel time map.  
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Fig. 3. Integrated Fleet Management (taxi dispatch center) and Traffic Data Collection System 
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Fig. 4 Processing of Taxi vehicle probe data 
 
 
Travel Time Surveillance and Accessibility Analysis 
 
First we show 2 transportation planning applications of the travel time calculation using 
vehicle probes as data sources. One is a travel time surveillance on scheduled routes. The 
webservice of the city of Vienna offers a specific service on a selected number of routes 
leading from well known points of interest to the city center. The routes are described shortly 
as “entry West” or “entry from the airport” followed by the average travel time to the 
requested time and day and an point out of the deviations if longer than given threshold the 
deviation is marked by red colour. (see Fig. 5)  
 
 
Fig. 5 Travel Time Surveillance on selected routes as webservice of the City of Vienna 
indication of deviations from the normal travel time pattern 
 
The second transportation planning application is an accessibility analysis showing contour 
maps for travel time of public points of interest. They show how far one can ride by car within 
5, 10,…., 45 minutes from a given point or to a given point on a given specific time and day. 
The noncircular shape of the contourlines indicate asynmetrics of the road network qualities 
and longer travel times going inbound compared with outbound travel times during the 
morning peak hour. 
 
Isochrones of road travel time in minutes to (left) and from (right) the Brandenburg Gate, Berlin, on a typical 
Monday, 8 a.m.
• noncircular shape of the isochrones indicate asymmetries of road net quality
• longer travel times towards the city center  
Fig. 6: Accessibility Analysis 
 
 
How the traffic situation develops at a typical Monday is shown in Fig. 7 for the Chinese city 
Ningbo –the second largest port in China with a free trade zone and a lot of inner city freight 
transport. The traffic situation can be converted into digital radio messages when using the 
Traffic-Message-Channel-(TMC)-protocol: The vehicle probe data fill a data base. The data 
are then are encoded by the TMC sheme and transmitted via normal FM-radio in digitized 
form (see Fig. 8).  
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Fig. 7: Downtown link travel speeds on a typical Monday during several times of the day for 
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Fig. 8: The Dynasty Architecture 
 
The broadcasting information can be received and decoded in a car radio and feeded into the 
navigation system using a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) as in vehicle device and 
calculating the shortest or quickest route using the current traffic situation. How the TMC-
locations, the encoded messages and the real time traffic monitoring operate together is shown 
in Fig. 9 from a project in Beijing where the conventional FM-radio is upgraded by the TMC 
service and linked to several hundred TMC-locations between the first and the fourth ring 
road of Beijing.  
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Fig. 9: The Dynasty Data Capturing and Processing System 
 
Fleet optimizer – the fleet disposition system based on vehicle 
probe data for metropolitan applications 
 
With the above mentioned premises it is possible to design a fleet dispatching system for a 
vehicle fleet acting in a whole metropolitan area. As end devices dynamic off-board 
navigation systems are used on the basis of a Personal Digital Assistant (see Fig. 10).  
 
• dynamic navigation by means of real-time PVD
• versions for various mobile devices    
(PDA Compaq iPaq, O2 XDA ...)
• light version for Java Phones
• GPRS communication
• use of standard GPS-device
• graphical and voice turn-by-turn navigation
• optional: map incl. zooming
 
Fig. 10: Dynamic Off-board Navigation Systems 
 
 
The embedding of the different service groups into a complete fleet disposition system is 
shown in Fig. 11: traffic information and routing information. The disposition server uses 
these data and a (historical) database to calculate the optional route. Enabling on line booking 
of the fleet notifying a hostess and linking the office as well as keep into touch with the driver 
via mobile and device are the different tasks of the fleet disposition system (see Fig. 11). 
A look on the dispatching terminal shows the different subscriptions, the clients and the list of 
different instructions in a survey and in the timely order (see Fig. 12) 
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Fig. 11: Fleet Disposition System 
 
FleetOptimizer – the Dispatching Terminal
complete discription under http://www.cityrouter.com/doc
 
Fig. 12: FleetOptimizer – the Dispatching Terminal 
 
Criteria for using a traffic dependent fleet disposition system  
  
There are at least five criteria which require a traffic dependent fleet disposition system (see 
table 1)  
 
The service is made by use of vehicles
The vehicle fleet of the company moves predominantly in the city area and always has 
to reach the customer as quickly as possible
The vehicle fleet consists of a specific vehicle number, the service needs to be
coordinated by route planning
The customers expect the service within a fixed time period
The service depends on the road traffic
 
Tab. 1. Criteria for using traffic actuated route planning 
 
The most important criteria is a service which comprises the whole metropolitan area, referres 
to a relative small number of vehicles and must fulfil timely restrictions. On the basis of table 
1 a market analysis was carried out to look for the necessity of a traffic actuated fleet 
disposition. Different branches where investigated show at least 2 of the required criteria for 
chaffeur services, for waste disposal, for cargo carriers, ambulant paramedical services and 
car rental (see table 2) 
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Tab.: 2: Branches which support a dynamic route planning (excerpt of the marketing analysis 
2004) 
 
 
International standardisation of delivery and 
procurement data, transportation and accounting
data in electronic data transfer
Automatic disposition of consignments and 
means of transport, automatic tracking of these
data and accounting proceedures
Further development of city logistics
use of new
technologies
cargo carriers, 
logistics
Fleet management with satellites and mobile 
communication, automation and 
dispositionsystems, on route monitoring of 
vehicles and safety components (WEB-EDI, 
Online systems and –networks) 
New techniques and 
methods of 
transportation, delivery, 
stock and consolidation
services
road, rail, cargo
carrier, logistics, 
 
Tab. 3: Innovation lines in freight transportation and logistics 
 
 
Conclusion 
The described system shows the already existing broad scale of innovations for fleet 
disposition using vehicle probes as data collectors. The innovation road map for freight 
transport and logistics is shown in table 3. 
 
It is a concise survey of fleet management and procurement services which innovates freight 
transport and supply chain management. Mobil communication internet and modern 
techniques of data collection give fleet disposition a new character.  
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